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Abstract: The present day street layout of the Viennese city center roots in the urban expansion of the 13

Century. Among several measures involved - such as the erection of a new fortification ring and the inclusion
of historically and economically important streets – the new urban area caused also the placing out of
operation of the high medieval fortifications. The wall dates back to the roman period of Vindobona and was
th

restored in the 12 century by the Babenberg dukes. After becoming obsolete, the wall was partly
incorporated between new houses as a fire-proof-wall and partly demolished. Nevertheless the rough course
of the roman respectively high medieval wall is easily identifiable both in the late medieval and the present
day urban layout.
This paper focuses on the consequences on the overall street pattern that were introduced by the placing out
of operation of the high medieval fortification and the leveling of its moat. In doing so, it will apply Space
Syntax analysis methods to a new reconstruction of the plan of late medieval Vienna. The Space Syntax
Theory was developed in the 60s by Bill Hillier in order to link urban patterns to social behavior and human
movement. The employment of Space Syntax Analysis will point out the change of integration and centrality
within the urban fabric caused by one of the most meaningful interventions in Viennese urban history. It will
also depict the expansion process within the high medieval city and illustrate the meaning of distinctive areas
such as the one around the St. Ruprecht’s church or the main square at Hoher Markt.
This paper is part of current PHD-research on the urban development of medieval Vienna and new means of
interpretation and presentation of the medieval Viennese cultural heritage.
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Introduction
th

The street pattern of the Viennese Inner city roots in the 13 century petrification (GAISBAUER et.al. 2003:
134) and expansion (MITCHELL 2013:385) from a high medieval town to a late medieval city. This process

increases the urban area by ca. 450% and leads to a multifunctional system with specific districts. In this
context the area which formerly separated the town from its surroundings – the fortification area with the
reinstated roman wall and city moat – becomes a valuable junction between the high medieval core and its
extension. The paper at hand analyzes the meaning of the leveling of the fortification and the inclusion of this
th

th

area in the overall urban system of the 14 century by comparing it to a hypothetical model of 14 century
Vienna with a preserved separation between high medieval center and late medieval development area. The
first part briefly describes the historical development of Vienna and its fortification system up to the late
Middle Ages. The second part presents the results of a comparative Space Syntax analysis conducted on
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the street pattern of 14 century Vienna resp. a hypothetical street pattern with preserved high medieval
fortifications. This research illustrates the consequences of the leveling of the Viennese city moat and the
development of new urban areas on the overall street pattern and depicts the character of the distinctive
zones within the high medieval town.

Historical Development
Vindobona
Between the 1st and the 5th century AD the roman castrum Vindobona occupies the core area of the
Viennese first district (fig.1). The proximity of the Danube and the steep slope is a great advantage in terms
of traffic and natural fortification, securing the northern side of the area. The fortification system includes also
moat, enclosing the remaining three sides. The roman military settlement is surrounded by a 2-3m strong
stone wall (HUMMELBERGER & PEBALL 1974: 10) with several towers and four gates distributed along via
principalis and via decumana / via praetoria. Because of a landslide the initial regular layout is altered
resulting in a trapezoidal shape.

The decline of the Roman Empire and the drop in population figures lead to a civil use of the enclosed
military area by the inhabitants of the surrounding civil settlement. Even so, the vast extent of the castrum
and its functional diversity exceed the needs and the maintenance possibilities and result in its abandonment
in the 5th century.

The early medieval settlement
Archeological research dates back the earliest traces of a medieval settlement in the area of the former
castrum Vindobona at the turn of the millennium. Because of the reduced functional diversity and the poor
population figure the early settlement can’t occupy the whole area. In order to satisfy the primary
requirement of safety, the core develops in the north-east corner. The acute angle which has resulted
through the landslide offers a protective area easier to defend. Its center is articulated by precursory
construction of later Romanesque St. Ruprecht's church. Recent archeological research identified a second
early medieval development core in the area of later St. Steven's Cathedral (OPLL 2010).
According to the state of the art in Viennese early medieval history research, the settlement at the turn of the
millennium must have had a truly rural character. It is an easy to defend compact settlement in the north-east
corner surrounded by some fragments of the massive roman fortification wall. The remaining area of
Vindobona offers probably a post-apocalyptic image such as those that will be cherished later in the 19

th

century as romantic. On the early medieval settlers wild nature taking over the monumental foreign stone
ruins must have left a quite frightening alien impression.
Even if the extent of preservation and reusability of roman structures can’t be estimated, the shape of the
formerly enclosed zone is definitely a reference point for the development of the early medieval settlement.
th

Up to the half of the 12 century it expands concentrically and fills the area of the former castrum.
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Fig. 1 – Vienna development stages and parameters (Copyright: Claudiu Silvestru)

The first medieval town
th

A massive turning point in Viennese history occurs in the 12 century when Babenberg Heinrich II
Jasomirgott becomes Austrian duke and relocates 1156 his residence from Klosterneuburg to Vienna. By
now the settlement has expanded to become a high medieval town occupying the area of the former roman
castrum Vindobona and includes several sacral (St. Ruprecht's church, St. Peter's church, St. Steven's
church) and administrative (i.e. the court house on the Witmarkt) buildings among organically scattered
granges (CSENDES 2001: 71, 72). With perishable wood still being the main building material and street
facades not building alignments, urban history research can hardly make statements about the street layout.
Only the accesses to the urban area provide a hint at the overall structure. Moving his court to Vienna the
duke rehabilitates the roman fortifications (MOSSER n.d.), however modifying the location of the gates. The
nine accesses are distributed asymmetrically, even some of those close to the axis being located just next to
the roman gates. They indicate an irregular, organic street layout whose singular correspondence with the
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roman pattern seems to be the porta decumana / Peilertor and the porta principalis sinistra (PERGER 1991:
30).

The duke settles his court in the south-west corner of the area of the former castrum – an area known even
today by the name Am Hof (at the court). Next to his palace, just outside the fortifications he founds a
Benedictine monastery, introducing a new function in the urban system which will blossom starting with the
13th century. The only other archeologically documented built structure outside the reinstated city wall is a
precursory church of later St. Steven’s. Nevertheless the location extra muros indicates some outskirt
settlement areas.

The late medieval street pattern of Vienna
th

The structure of the late medieval public space of Vienna originates in the urban development of the 13

century. Soon after the Babenberg dukes relocate their residence to Vienna the area of the former roman
castrum becomes insufficient for the developing city. Financially sustained by the ransom for Richard I
Lionheart King of England duke Leopold VI decides to raise a new city wall, including existing settlement
th

structures around the high medieval town and expanding the urban area by ca. 450%. Through the 13 and
th

14 centuries the new intra muros area is densified, resulting in aligned street facades. At the same time
stone replaces wood as the main construction material, leading to a street pattern preserved almost
unchanged up to the modern age and in its main features even until today. Continuing a process which
th

began several centuries before, the urban development of the 13 century is also characterized through an
increase of functional diversity. In addition to St. Steven's church two more parishes are founded with the
newly built St. Michael’s church resp. the existing church of the Benedictine friary of the Scots as their
centers. The spiritual life of the city is also shaped by the mendicant orders (Augustinians, Franciscans,
Dominicans, and Carmelites) that move into the city and raise new monastery complexes. Through the
th

foundation of the university and the certification of the theological faculty in the second half of the 14
century Vienna gains its place among the elite of late medieval city.

From a structural point of view the development of public space is determined by several parameters, some
of the most important being the streets of Kärntner Straße / Rotenturmstraße and Hochstraße as well as the
area of the former roman fortifications.
Kärntner Straße / Rotenturmstraße is part of the trade road which connects the Danube with Venice and the
Mediterranean area and as such it confers Vienna the status of a supraregional trade center. Initially the
th

road has led along the eastern wall of the high medieval town. In the 13 century the first segment is
included in the intra muros street layout generating several trade areas such as Neuer Markt square or
th

Lugeck square. The proximity of St. Steven's church leads also to “spiritual trade”: in the 15 century a
bridge like building - the Hailtumstuhl - spans over the street in front of the church and is used to display
relics (PERGER
2001: 239).

The Hochstraße is part of the antique roman limes road and has been probably in continuous use since. The
construction of the Benedictine monastery of the Scots next to its axis attests at least some importance in
high medieval times. In antiquity the area around the segment next to the castrum has been part of the civil
settlement outside the wall. However archeological research could not determine the usage of this area in
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high medieval times yet. After becoming part of the street layout of Vienna in the 13 century, the
Hochstraße connects two of the five main gates of the city: the Scots Gate and the Carinthian Gate. At the
crossroads with the road to Bavaria a new urban center marked by St. Michael's church and a new castle –
the Hofburg – develops. After obtaining the Duchy of Austria the Habsburgs move the court from the by now
city center Am Hof to the new south-eastern border, determining a flourishing noble district along the
Hochstraße.
The roman origin of the late medieval street layout is most visible in the area of the roman fortifications which
th

th

have been rehabilitated in the 12 century. Because of the massive extension of the 13 century and a
growing need of building area within the new city walls, the roman / high medieval wall and its moat become
obsolete and are put out of function. The delimitation zone between high medieval town and late medieval
development area becomes a functional asset in the urban system. The wall is partially torn down with new
gates opened and old ones closed and the remaining fragments are kept as fire walls between houses
(POHANKA1998:49). The moat is leveled and becomes either precious building area for the densification of

the city or it is kept as an open area for a new market Am Graben (meaning at the moat).
th

The urban expansion and the increase of functional diversity in the 13 century lead to the introduction of
new open concave areas in the public space network such as the previously mentioned Neuer Markt square
along the Kärntner Straße. Another similar product of this development phase is the market Am Graben. In
the context of the leveling and reuse of the former high medieval city moat area the eastern half of the
southern course becomes a generous square. Although visually enclosed by some constructions on the
narrow sides, the importance of the intervention consists in connecting the charcoal market along the road to
Bavaria with St. Peter's church, the church district (MITCHELL 2013) around St. Steven's church and the
Kärntner Straße (i.e. the road to Venice).

Reconstruction Methodology
The Space Syntax Analysis requires a reconstruction of the entire urban area with a clear delimitation of the
public space. For the reconstruction of the late medieval street layout the author used the historical plans of
Arnold Steinhausen (1710), Bonifaz Wolmuet (1547) and Augustin Hirschvogel (1547) as well as the
available research results on medieval Vienna. The available archaeological and historical research results
th

th

th

were employed to reconstruct the outline of the publicly accessible space for the 15 , 14 and 13 century.
The research of available data showed also that accurate reconstructions of development stages prior to the
th

13 century are not yet possible especially because of the irregular open building method and the primary
use of perishable construction materials.

Space Syntax Analysis
Space Syntax Theory
On the face of it, the city is two things: a large collection of buildings linked by space, and a complex
system of human activity linked by interaction. (HILLIER & VAUGHN 2007)
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The Space Syntax Theory was developed by Bill Hillier in the 1970s in order to link social behavior with the
physical features of space. The core concept behind this is that social dimension and built dimension blend
within publicly accessible space. Therefore space is both background to human activities and a product of
social behavior (HILLIER & VAUGHN 2007: 208). According to Space Syntax Theory movement patterns are
the main result of the interaction between social and geometrical features and a direct consequence to the
linear spaces for movement, concave spaces for stay and interaction and their hybrids (Fig.2). Human
activity and the correlated movement is determined not by the spaces themselves but by their alternation
and interplay to a complex urban network (HILLIER & VAUGHN 2007: 209).

Fig. 2 – The correlation between social and geometrical dimensions of space (Copyright: Claudiu Silvestru)

Since social behavior is directly connected to the shape and relationship between singular spaces in a
system, Space Syntax methods investigate the social value of those spaces according to their geometrical
features. As a consequence the integrated or segregated character as well as the intensity of movement
through a certain area can be measured. The mathematical approach to movement patterns enables an
analysis of the relationship of each singular space to all spaces allowing a holistic consideration of entire
complex systems.

The Abstraction of Space
Space Syntax methods apply mathematical analysis tools to abstract models of real space (CZERKAUER
2006: 9). Generally space is translated to justified graphs which depict spatial sequences starting from a
certain space by dividing the system in spaces and their connections (joints). One joint equals one
topological step, the number of steps determining the range of the evaluation. This strict separation between
space and connection might be simple for enclosed areas with delimited rooms linked by doors. Since urban
space is continuous an abstract model is required that can be then translated to a justified graph. This model
consists in a reduction of accessible (public) space to a network of lines of sight. The axial map used for the
measurements is the fewest lines map to connect all areas of the system. In the justified graph the lines are
interpreted as spaces and the crossroads as joints connecting the features of the outline of physical space to
the mathematical measurement (Fig.3) (HILLIER & VAUGHN 2007: 215).
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Fig. 3 – Range of evaluation, axial map and justified graph (Copyright: Claudiu Silvestru)

The measurements can be applied both to a whole system and to its subsystems by adjusting the range of
evaluation. The radius n considers the relationship of a certain space to all spaces in the system. On the
other hand a reduced radius (limited amount of topological steps, restricted metrical distance, restricted
number of turns etc.) allows for all spaces of the system the analysis of the relationship to the spaces in this
defined vicinity (Fig.3).

Movement Types and Measurement Types
Space Syntax Analysis considers two types of movement: To- and Through-movement (Fig.4).

Fig. 4 – To- and Through-movement (Copyright: Claudiu Silvestru)

1. The To-movement is calculated by integration-measurement which indicates the number of spaces that
have to be passed in order to reach each space starting in every other space of the system. Therefor
integration values primarily stress out the static character of the special network i.e. the placement of a
certain space within the system.
2. The Through-movement evaluated by choice-measurement reflects the actual human navigation behavior
through the system. For this purpose it shows to which extent each space lies on the shortest path between
all pairs of spaces within the system (HILLIER & VAUGHN 2007: 214). To ensure a higher accuracy the
street lines of the axial map can be divided in singular segments between the crossroads. Also empirical
research results on human behavior are incorporated. On the one hand research has revealed that the
choice of a certain path through an urban system depends on the felt (subjective) distance determined by
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turns to be taken rather than on the actual metric distance. Comparative research has also shown that
geometrical least-angle-change- and topological fewest-turns-measurements give results most similar to
actual movement patterns (HILLIER & VAUGHN 2007: 215, 216).

The spatial syntax of late medieval Vienna
th

The leveling of the high medieval city moat is one of the most meaningful measures of the 13 century
expansion of late medieval Vienna. By creating new building areas and vast public squares the urban
structure is unified. The research presented in this paper investigates the consequence this interventions
had on the movement patterns and the spatial syntax of the city. To this end it compares the reconstructed
th

th

14 century street layout to a 14 century street layout with a hypothetically preserved high medieval
fortification. The inclusion of a hypothetically preserved high medieval fortification allows a connection
between high medieval and extension area only through a few gates documented by historical and
archaeological research. This second model will further be referred to as the hypothetical model (HM) in
analogy to the regular model (RM) with the leveled city moat.
Since the petrification and development of the intra muros area of late medieval Vienna reach deep into the
th

th

14 century and in order to ensure a higher accuracy, the analysis wasn’t conducted on the 13 century
reconstruction. Both To- and Through-movement patterns were analyzed on several radii. The chosen
method for the Trough-movement was topological choice because of its high similarity to actual movement
patterns.

Integration
The integration analysis with radius n (all topological steps within the system) (Fig.5) of the RM shows
already a distinctive feature of the Viennese street pattern. Historical cities are typically characterized by a
highly integrated center and also highly integrated arterial roads building a wheel pattern (HILLIER &
VAUGHN 2007: 217). Vienna on the other hand lacks a central point, this being replaced by a ring following
Hoher Markt square, the Rotenturmstraße, Am Graben square and Tuchlauben Street. The spokes of the
wheel are built by Kärntner Straße, Lugeck square, Wipplingerstraße and the charcoal market. Although it is
part of the ring, Am Graben square has slightly lower integration values because of the constructions on its
narrow sides and the correlated restricted access.
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Fig. 5 – Comparison of the integration analysis results at radius n (Copyright: Claudiu Silvestru)

Within the 13th century extension area several zones have a strongly segregated character. More
unexpected are the poor integration and choice values of central zones within the area of the high medieval
town. A possible explanation is the lack of connections through by-roads along which the market function
could be expanded. In spite of its historical value, the Hochstraße is also characterized by poor integration
values within the global system. The reason is the distance to the central ring and the few connections with
it. Nevertheless the local consideration (radius 3 – 3 topological steps – fig.6) shows a highly integrated
public space. Also at radius 3 the area of St. Michael’s church appears to be an integrated sub center which
reaches out along the charcoal market and the southern part of Tuchlauben Street.

Fig. 6 – Comparison of the integration analysis results at radius 3 (Copyright: Claudiu Silvestru)
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Considering the HM the global integration analysis (radius n) shows already that movement patterns are
severely restricted through the high medieval fortifications. As a result a central integrated ring can’t be
distinguished. The area around Hoher Markt square and Rotenturmstraße is highly integrated. Lugeck
square and Tuchlauben street show lower values compared to the RM. The influence of the high medieval
fortifications on the To-movement concerns mainly the global system, the leveling of the moat having almost
no consequences on subsystems. At a decreased radius 3 the differences between RM and HM are mainly
reduced to the integration values of Freyung and Lugeck square.

Choice
The wheel-pattern with a central ring is depicted clearly in the RM also by the global choice measurement
(radius n – Fig.7). At a reduced radius of 400m (approx. 5 min. walk) (Fig.9) the inner ring breaks into several
zones revealing the sub-centers which form it. The vastest one is the civic center of the city around Hoher
Markt square. A second sub-center lies in the trade area along the southern part of Tuchlauben Street, the
charcoal market and their crossroads with Am Graben Square. The third smaller sub-center is determined by
the religious center at St. Steven’s church and the crossroads of Am Graben square and Kärntner Straße.
The Hochstraße has the highest choice values when the whole system is taken in consideration (radius n).
Through the charcoal market along the road to Bavaria it has a connection to the central ring with high
movement frequency. As soon as the radius is diminished, the choice values of the Hochstraße drop
strongly.

Fig. 7 – Comparison of the topological choice analysis results at radius n (Copyright: Claudiu Silvestru)
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Fig. 8 – Comparison of the topological choice analysis results at radius 800m (Copyright: Claudiu Silvestru)

Fig. 9 – Comparison of the topological choice analysis results at radius 400m (Copyright: Claudiu Silvestru)
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Fig. 10 – Comparison of the topological choice analysis results at radius 200m (Copyright: Claudiu Silvestru)

The global choice analysis (radius n) of the HM shows similar differences as the integration analysis,
Hochstraße and Tuchlauben Street having poorer values. As a consequence neither the central ring nor
some kind of wheel pattern can be identified. At a smaller radius of 800m (approx. 10 min. walk) (Fig.8) the
central ring is depicted also in the HM and lies partially within and partially outside the high medieval
fortifications.
Further reducing the radius to 400m (Fig.9) and 200m (Fig.10) vast subcenters are revealed. Those are
especially interesting since the hypothetically preserved fortifications determine sub centers specific to the
high medieval area. The zone around St. Ruprecht’s church shows very high choice values confirming its
historical relevance as a development core. Due to the delimitation and the few connections outside the high
medieval fortifications only the area of St. Steven’s church and the charcoal market reach high choice
th

values. This indicates the historic pre-13 -century-development significance of those zones as a second
development core resp. a main connection between the high medieval town and the supra-regional
Hochstraße along the also supra-regional road to Bavaria.

Discussion
th

The comparative analyses of the 14 century reconstruction and the model with hypothetically preserved
high medieval fortifications conduct to several findings:
1. The leveling of the high medieval city moat and the insertion of new connections with the development
area lead to the unified street layout of late medieval Vienna.
The specific wheel pattern with a central ring relies on the overall structure of the city. Although features
independent of the leveling of the city moat - such as the roads to Bavaria resp. Venice or Hoher Markt
square – force the high integration and choice values of this central ring, it becomes a relevant characteristic
of the whole urban area and its movement patterns only through the insertion of the generous Am Graben
square.
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2. The analysis of the hypothetical model at lower radii depicts the movement patterns in a strongly delimited
high medieval area.
The inner relationships between its spaces show the historical relevance of the development core. Through
the fusion of the high medieval and the expansion area the influence of the district around St. Ruprecht’s
church is diminished. Nevertheless the Hoher Markt square emerges in both investigated models as a highly
th

integrated and frequented area, indicating continuity as a prominent place – possibly as a pre-13 -century
civic center.
The advantages of a mathematical abstraction of the urban space consist in the possibility to analyze
relationships and connections within complex systems. However Space Syntax analysis methods can
provide only restricted results since its approach to space and human behavior is limited to a 2D
consideration. Landmarks and topography have their share of influence on movement patterns especially in
a high-contrast medieval urban landscape with singular towers shooting into the sky between mostly twostory houses.
Space Syntax methods are solely a topological analysis tool that can aid but not replace historical and
archeological research on the development of urban space (CZERKAUER 2007: 61). Therefor the presented
findings have to be considered in the larger context of historical and archaeological research on medieval
Vienna mathematically confirming some existing research results and encouraging further investigation on
the navigation through the urban landscape. Public space is profoundly bound to movement patterns and
human behavior – without the understanding of this society specific correlation the comprehension of
complex urban systems of a certain present or historical period is not possible.

Conclusion
th

The massive expansion of the urban area in the 13 century is one of the major steps in the becoming of
present day Vienna. The above mentioned study emphasizes the meaning of the leveling of the high
medieval city moat within the the context of Viennese late medieval urban development. The influence of this
intervention on overall movement patterns was revealed through the use of Space Syntax analysis by
comparing two reconstructed models, the main finding being the specific circular typology of the central area.
The formation of a highly integrated central ring was only possible through the leveling of the city moat and
the insertion of the square Am Graben which continues to be a significant part of the Inner City street
pattern.
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